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I. THE COMMUNIST BLOC 

II. ASIA—AFR.ICA 

Iran-—Shah‘s attitude on international oil 
prorationing will probably prevent Organ- 
ization of Petroleum Exporting Countries 
from becoming effective force in near fu- 
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Congo--Former Vice Premier Gizenga 
proclaims he represents lawful govern- 
ment oi Congo; UAR may soon start pro- 
viding military aid to Gizen a at Stanle - 8 Y 
““e- @ 
The situation in Laos. 

The situation in Ethiopia. @ 
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De Gaulle seems undeterred by Algerian 
rioting in his intention to press seli— 
determination policy for Algeria. 

Ecuadorean Communist party reportedly 
planning continued violent action against 
US installations over boundary issue.
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11. ASIA-.AFRICA 

Iran: E‘he Shah's action in publicly labeling interna- 
tional oil prorationing "a nice theory but unrealistic in 
practice" and his demand that Iran produce at least 50 per- 
cent of the annual growth in Middle East oil output will /4 
probably prevent the Organization of Petroleum Exporting 
Countries (OPEC) from developing into an effective force 
in the near future» Without Iranian participation the scheme 
of Saudi oil boss Abdullah Tariki and Venezuelan Oil Minis- 
ter Perez Alfonzo for limiting oil production, world-wide 
sharing of markets, and price maintenance is unworkable. 
The Shah's statements reflect his irritation at Tariki's and 
Alfonzo's efforts to dominate OPEC as well as his hopes that 
Iran will re eive ref tial tr at nt th- il

' c p eren e me by e 0 companies 
at the expense of the Arab producersin

\ (Page 1) 

Congo: The 13 December proclamation by former Vice 
Premier Antoine Gizenga that he represents "the lawful gov- 
ernment of the Congo" may stimulate Mobutu to action; he is ~77, ‘ 

already under pressure from his commissioners to undertake 
military action against Gizeng;a's dissidents at Stanleyville. 
The timing of Gizenga's statement suggests that it is designed 
to encourage diplomatic recognition and material aid from mem- 
bers of the Soviet and Afro-Asian blocs. 

The UAR may shortly begin providing arms and money to 

\ 

"I can 
deliver (to Gizenga) tomorrow 100,000 francs if you wish that 

‘P6*P-SEGREIF
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\ 

to be done. . . , Please advise us of the number and type of the 
weapons which we must hand over and also the ammunition." ’ 

\

. 

*According to pressrepo-rts from Cairo, Nasir has received ’ 

requests from Stanleyville f ~ "" " ' ’ 

of arms: {and 

nave regained 4; /4 control of a substantial portion of Vientiane after suffering a . W I De I/"J

\ 

\- 

\\ 

E‘-§}%\‘EEf§\~ 
repulse on the morning of 14 cember. Their further 'ad- ~»

' 

vance, however, is being hampered by pockets of resistance J, 
J/"'“”7p 

in the city and by artillery. fire. The airport, a few miles ‘ 

northwest of the city, was still in Kong Le's hands late on 14 
December, but Phoumi claimed to have it under fire and was 
planning an early attempt to take it. 

The bloc's supply of arms: and its propaganda indicate that '7‘) 4 
it is determined to heighten international alarm with the inten- 
tionvof converting this into pressure for a settlement that would 
put Communists into the Laotian Government. The 13 Decem- 
ber Soviet note charging the US with "direct interference" de- 
tailed a list of military equipment Phoumi allegedly received from the US, suggesting that the USSR is laying the groundwork 
for any subsequent diplomatic action ‘ the ICC or UN consideration of the crisis, The 
support being pushed into Pathet Lao strongholds in Phong aly and Sam -Neua provinces indicates -the Communists intend to pre- 
serve this area as a base for continued hostile operations against 
the new government. 

\ 

Page 3) 
*Ethiopia: ii group of security and Imperial Bodyguard G K 

‘M, 
officers apparently has staged a successful coup against the regime of Emperor Haile SelassieQ Crown Prince Asfa Wossétfi ..v,,M,7; has announced his willingness to serve as a salaried head of {.,.W~'~*"" 
state in a constit ti a1 u on monarchy and has promised to speed up Maw 
the modernization of the country's feudal society. [Zlthough the Crown Prince is known to favor a liberalization of the regime, 

» there are some indications that he has been subjected to duress; 

15 Dec 60 DAILY BRIEF ii
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by the coup's ineers, headed by Director of Security 
Lt. Col, Wor eh Gabeyhoufl 

The 6,000-man Bodyguard is in full control of key points 
in Addis Ababa, and most of the influential palace advisers 
apparently are under arrest. The 25,000-man regular army-~ 
only one battalion of which is stationed in thecapital city has 
taken no definite position concerning the coup,@nd there are 
indications that its leaders are split on the question. The US 
Air Attache reports that Armed Forces Chief of Staff -Merid 
ordered" two divisions to prepare for movement to the Addis 

, Ababa area, and a clash between these units and the Bodyguard 
could occur at any time. The Bodyguard reportedly is arming 
civilians with automatic weapons} 

The coup's leaders have set up a new government and have 
stated that their regime will be pro-Western and will honor all 
international commitments. Despite their initial success, they 
face formidable difficulties in extending their control beyond the 
Addis Ababa area in the face of opposition from powerful local 
leaders and from some elements of the army. The Emperor, 
h h leftB azil he d df Eth‘ ' mai ‘ w 0 as r a e or iopia, re ‘ns the only 
e sonage drawing his port from all important elements p r sup 

of the disparate Ethiopian popu.lation, and he ma still be 
able to mobilize the opposition to the coup. 

-. */""" '<’\'"”'" 

V 

- : The Algerian rioting seems not to have 
deterred President De Gaulle from his ' 

t ntion to press his in e 
self-determination policy for Algeria. His next public state» 
ment on the situation now is ex ected soon afte tod 's b‘ et p r ay ca in - five) 
meeting. French officials are taking the line that only minority 
elements of the European and Moslem communities were in» 
volved in the rioting. -Although the government's roundup of 
both European and Moslem riot ringleaders is designed to underm 
score this view, conltinued;:’firI'ing on Moslem demonstrators by 
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French security forces further reduces the possibility -of 
the peaceful Moslem-settler relationship which De Gau1le's 
Algerian policy requires. There is no evidence that the FLN fomented the Moslem dem n ' 

_ hutjie smignl-e r r 
t are probably exmfiing themes 

acufiorz The Communist party is reportedgplanning ‘*9 /L 
H

I continued violent agitation against the US on the issue of _ IJ/j,1iv ’ 
the 1942 boundary settlement with Peru- which the US and ' W {Pt th ' 

” o er guarantor powers reaffirmed on 7 December. T The 5 
/ demonstrations -on 12 and 13 December against US instal- 

lations in Guayaquil, Quito, and other cities‘--following 
similar violence against the US Consulate in Guayaquil and against the embassy in Quito on 9 December--are 
apparently connected with initial moves in the Communist 
plan. The Velasco government, which has carried out an extensive campaign to nullify the boundary settlement since - 

it took office last September, has encouraged such outbreaks by its anti-US and pro-Soviet public statements. 
(Page 5) 

IV. .WATCH COMMITTEE CONCLUSIONS 
A. G10 Sino-Soviet bloc country intends to initiate hostilities 

against the United States or its possessions in the im- mediate ruiurg
, 

. G10 Sino-Soviet bloc country intends deliberately to initiate _,V\/1, direct military action against US forces abroad, US allies, or areas peripheral to the bloc in the immediate future; j
.

% §ih§ \ 

. Gfhe formation of a new pro-Western government in Laos, together with Phoumi's success in securing substantial control of Vientiane (excluding the airfield and other 
pockets), greatly increases the probability of agressive Pathet Lao hostile activity throughout the country. The:/E" 
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Glommunist bloc has substantially increased its delivery 
capabilities further to assist the Kong Le/Pathet Lao 
forces to meet developme1ntsT_\ 

D . her developments affording l1'lCr63.S6d opportunities 
for eixploitation by the Cornmunistlbloci 

Z ETHIOPIA The Ethiopian coup whichwas launched in 
‘ 

' the absence of Emperor Haile Selassie in 
Brazil, appears to have as its objective 
the establish.ment of a pro-Western consti- 

' tutional monarchy, which the Crown P-rinc-e 
possibly under duress, has agreed to head. 
No immediate Sino-Soviet bloc reaction has 
been forthcoming, and no signs of bloc 
involvement are yet apparent. The Imperial 
Bodyguard appears to have the upper hand; 
the attitude of the army is not clear. Discussions 
between these two milita ele ent in 

p 
ry m s are 

progress apparently in an effort to avoid 
civil war.

\

\
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Shah's Views Weaken ogiéso 
an a recent interview the Shah of Iran publicly denounced in- 

ternational prorationing--a scheme whereby Iran and the major 
Arab oil producers would limit production, share markets, and 
thus maintain high prices--as a "nice theory but unrealistic in 
practice." This action will probably prevent the Organization of 
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) from developing into an 
effective anti-industry force in the near future._,} 

LSet up only last September, largely through the efforts of 
Saudi oil boss Abdullah Tariki and Venezuela's Minister of 
Mines and Hydrocarbons Juan Perez Alfonzo, OPEC has five 
members--Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Iran, and Venezuela-- 
which account for about 80 percent of the free world's oil re- 
serves and more than two thirds of the oil moving in interna- 
tional trade. OPEC has serious structural and conceptual weak- 
nesses which reduce its threat to the international oil industry; 
however, active Iranian participation would have confronted the 
induftry with at least apparent unity among Middle East produc- 
ers. 

(The Shah's statements were probably sparked by his growing 
irritation at Tariki's and Perez A1fonzo's efforts to dominate 
OPEC and their many recent statements suggesting that Iran had 
agreed to limit production, share increasing production gains 
with Arab states, and share markets. He has also become in- 
creasingly aware that Iran's best hopes for rapid increases in 
revenues rest with winning preferential treatment from the oil 
companies at the expense of its Arab neighbors. In addition to 
dismissing prorationing, the Shah noted that Iran should receive 
at least half of the annual increase in Middle East oil production 
and should return toits pre-1951 position of accounting for 60 
percent of the area's output. Presently, Iran's 1,011,000 barrels- 
day crude production. is less than 22 percent of the totalgj 

C':It is also doubtful that Kuwait will cooperate. fully with the 
members of OPEC. The Kuwaiti Government recently awarde ffl 
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the concession for its offshore area to Shell under the stand- 
ard 50-50 profit-sharing formula plus an $84,000,000 bonus 
payment. It seems probable, in view of. the unprecedented . 

size of the bonus, that Shell received assurances from the 
Ruler that the company would not be subject to OPEC produc- 
tion. limitations, The UAR, miffed at having been left out of 
OPEC in order to assure Iranian membership, probably would 
welcome a breakdown of that organization and a return of Arab 
oil policy matters to the Arab League, in which Cairo has the 
dominant voicefj

\ 

45 
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The Situation in Laos = 

General Ph0umi's troops appear to have regained 
control of a substantial portion of Vientiane after suffering 
a repulse on the morning of 14 December. Their further 
advance, however, is being hampered by pockets of re- 
sistance in the city and by artillery fire. The airport, a 
few miles northwest of the city, was still in Kong Le's 
hands late on 14 December, but Phoumi claimed to have 
it under fire and was planning an early attempt to take it. 
The fighting has resulted in severe damage to the center 
of the city. 

The bloc position seems predicated on keeping the 
situation tense through civil war, with the minimum ob- 
jective of heightening international tension and building 
pressure for a negotiated settlement which would put 
the Neo Lao Hak Sat in the Laotian Government. The Sov- 
iet note of 13 December, which follows a sharpiincrease 
in bloc propaganda, .-is the mos1|; hard-hitting attack to

_ date on US support for Phoumi. The note, which con- 
tained a list of military equipment allegedly furnished 
the Phoumi forces by the United States, also highlighted 
the shooting down of] a reconnaissance plane supposedly 
carrying four American military advisers. 

In an attempt to lay the groundwork for a possible appeal 
to re-establish the International Control Commission in Laos, Moscow recalled US par?tié..ipatit>n'”in the 1954 Geneva-Conference 
on Indochina and labled American intervention in Laos a'glaring 

'

> 
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violation?‘ of the Geneva declarations. The USSR has probably 
intensified its attack on the United States in order to provide 

call for UN consideration of the crisis. 

Continued bloc support for the Souvanna regime, despite 
the 12 December proclamation forming a new government under 
Boun Oum, seems intended to provide a legal fiction to cover 
continued military support for the leftist forces. This support 
for Pathet Lao strongholds in Phong Saly and Sam Neua provinces 
suggests that the Communists intend to use this area as a base for 
continued hostile operations against Phoumi. Hanoi scheduled

_ 

three transport aircraft to Sam Neua for the first time on 14 De-' 
cember. North Vietnamese aircraft are flying material to Dien 
Bien Phu, just across the North Vietnamese border from Phong 
Saly Province and the traditional staging area for support to Com- 
munist operations in northern Laos. Since 13 December, the 
Chinese Communists have been conducting what appears to be an 
airlift terminating at Nanning, a rail tr between 
Communist China and North Vietnam. 

Neo Lao Hak Sat leader Prince Souphannouvong on 13 Decem-=~ 
ber invited Souvanna Phoumabto come and govern from Sam Neua-== 
a further suggestion that the Communists intend to preserve their 
hold on northern Laos and would like to reserve the facade of a 
Souvanna Phouma government. 

-SEGR-E-'1-" 
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Anti-US Violence in Ecuador 

Ecuador's small Communist party is reported planning 
extensive exploitation of anti-US sentiment in-. Ecuador by at- 
tempting to place sole responsibility on the US for the '7 De- 
cember declaration. by the guarantor powers upholding the 
validity of the 1942 Rio Protocol,- The guarantor powers are 
the US, Argentina, Brazil, and Chile, and the protocol, which 
provides for a definitive settlement of the 140—year-old bound- 
ary dispute with Peru, grants a favorable territorial award 
to the latter. Since taking office" last September, President 
Velasco's government has carried out an extensive campaign 
to nullify the treaty. This campaign has had virtually unan- 
imous public support. 

Demonstrations on 12 and 13 December against various 
US- installations in Guayaquil, Quito, and other provincial 
cities included several insults to the US flag. These demon- 
strations followed similar violence against the US Consulate 
General in Guayaquil and the US Embassy in Quito on 9 Decem 
ber, This unrest is apparently connected with the initial ef- 
fort to carry out the Communist plan. Additional anti-US out- 
breaks are likely. V 

The Ecuadorean Government has encouraged such outbreaks 
by provocative public statements and possibly other means. Man- 
uel Araujo, the anti-US and pro-Castro minister of government who controls the police and is responsible for maintenance of 
civil order, has declared in recent speeches: "If Soviet guns 
are needed to defend. our country, let them come." "If circum- 
stances make it necessary to seek aid from Russia, we will ally 
ourselves with Russia," 

The Velasco regime is also resorting to a variety of extrem- 
ist threats designed to neutralize the guarantor statement and 
win official and popular support for its cause in the hemisphere 
These threats include the establishment of closer ties with Cuba 
and diplomatic relations with the USSR and China and withdrawal 

75ECRE~'I'~ 
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from the Organization of American States. Foreign Min- ' 

ister Chiriboga, who has teamed with Velasco in leading 
Ecuador's attacks on the protocol§_advised Ambassador 
Bernbaum on 10 December that the declaration had crys- 
tallized the efforts of the vice president, Araujo, and other 
cabinet members to eliminate "excessive dependence on. the 
S" and seek relations with the USSR and China_€‘_‘>In a 10 De- 
ember public statement apparently timed. to reinforce such 
hreats, Chiriboga announced that .Czechoslovakia would s00n 
reopen its legation in Quito, which was closed by the pred- 
ecessor administration in 1957,, and that Ecuador would es- 
tablish a mission of equal rank in-Prague in January. Chir- 
iboga is also. reported to have ordered an Ecuadorean "cul- 
tural mission," now touring some Latin American countries 
to win support for Ecuador on the boundary question, to pro- 
ceed to Cuba for discussion of this issue with Castro and 
Soviet representatives in Havana. '

. 

The: Ecuadorean military, who realize Peru's marked mil- 
itary superiority and are politically hostile toward Araujo, are 
a potentially moderating influence 0_n- Velasco. 'In Peru, where 
official and public opinion was elated over the guarantor decla- 
ration, the army is sending reinforcements to the border- area, 
including 12 tanks--probably as precaution against the outbreak 
of an armed confli t. Major Peruvian fleet elements have also 
sailed northward. TL

\ 
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